
COOPERATIVE TEAM SKILLS- OR 

COLLABORATION



WHY IS COLLABORATION IMPORTANT?

Collaborative learning and teamwork engages 

deeper learning, social skills, contextual 

understanding and levels of activity. Verbal 

communication and self-management is 

cultivated through collaboration. Collaborative 

learning also fosters responsibility, self-esteem 

and retention.



In your team of three-four, break the text 

into chunks so that each member has a 

section to read. (This is called jigsawing.)

Each individual is responsible for 

explaining his or her piece of the text to 

the rest of the group. You will have 

limited time for this discussion.



Choose roles for you group:

 Facilitator

 Reporter 

 Producer 

 Checker

**Choose wisely based on individual strengths**



FACILITATOR- reads directions and 

gets supplies, ensures everyone 

contributes positively; monitors 

and manages group time  



REPORTER- Transcribes group 

findings and assigned work; 

communicates with teacher 



PRODUCER- gathers materials; 

creates presentation or 

illustration; shares group 

findings with the class 



CHECKER- Checks for 

accuracy; ensures final 

product meets all 

requirements; Reviews written 

work before submission



On a piece of notebook paper (one 

per group)…

1. Summarize each of the following:

• Active Involvement

• Meaningful Interaction

• Honest Encouragement

Team Assignment- Part 1



2. Identify and explain the three 

most important skills to have 

when working in a group.



3. Answer the following questions: 

How would you define group roles? 

How do you ensure each person has 

a job and contributes to the group?



On a piece of white paper…(get from 

me).

Generate a list of rules for collaborative 

teams to follow. Come up with at least 

five. These rules will help establish the 

guidelines for the class.



Now we will look at collaboration in the 

real world- how does it apply?

• Each person in the group will choose 

one of the four articles to read.

• As you read, make notes as follows:

Group Assignment- Part 2



1. Summarize your article in a couple 

of sentences.

2. List and Explain the five most 

important takeaways from the 

article.



Spend the next 8 minutes discussing your 

findings from the article with your group 

members. Each person is responsible for 

sharing.



After reviewing the 5 takeaways, 

compare and contrast the four articles. 

Are any ideas repeated? 

Are they different?  



On the same notebook paper you 

used with the first piece, answer 

the following:

• How is collaboration in the real 

world similar to school?

• What points can we take from 

these authors to use in our own 

collaboration?


